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Project Partners and Supporters

About the Cover Pictures
Project Front Foot: on the road.

Project Front Foot
UK & Europe
Kit Collections
As if to mirror these unprecedented times, our late September kit collections were like no other: we
hired vans from behind masks, bought sandwiches and diesel from behind masks, bumped fists and
elbows instead of handshakes and hugs, and socially distanced as required of White Van Man. There
was a degree of urgency, too, for with spring turning into summer turning into autumn we needed to
get the kit collected.

Newport saw the start of our scheduled collections in early September. This was followed later in the
month with visits to Newcastle, Knaresborough, Brighouse, Lincoln, Leeds, Manchester, Mansfield and
finally Newark. By the time we returned to basecamp in Berkshire the mileage chart read 1600 miles
with some three thousand items of clothing and equipment collected.

Sort & Pack XII
The day following our return to Berkshire we set about sorting and packing. The task took three days
before the final shirt was packed and bag zipped. To the bemusement of a procession of dog walkers
we requisitioned basecamp’s front lawn, car port and party wall. We needed every inch, too, as to the
recently collected items was added the balance of last summer’s appeal.

And so it began: bags were opened and emptied, contents sorted and allocated, junior and senior sizes
separated. A further area was set aside for non-cricket items destined for local charities. Ten years
working in and around Mumbai’s recycling hub of Dharavi had not been wasted. A day punctuated
with teas, coffees, and bacon rolls came to a weary close around late afternoon.

The project’s twelfth Sort & Pack was eventually completed amid overcast conditions and light rain by
which time the record amount of kit had been separated, sorted, counted, packed and, with bags
numbered, entered on a spreadsheet. The chaos over, all that remained on the car port was a light
dusting of Stuart Surridge labels, a few errant boot studs, and a handy pile of empty bags.

British Airways
It appears the current Covid pandemic has claimed another key alliance in the charity sector. British
Airways have supported PFF from the beginning in 2009. Had it not been for this alliance we would
not have got the project off the ground. During our decade-long involvement with cricket in Mumbai
and Maharashtra, British Airways helped transport over four tons of clothing and equipment for the
Dharavi children and the many schools, orphanages, and sporting projects we supported around the
state.
The generosity of British Airways in waiving the excess charges for checked baggage continued into
2019 as the project looked towards Europe with our support of refugee cricket in Germany and
beyond. The last consignment of bags was a year ago and was the third kit-aid flight that year. We had
planned to take a further 500kgs of clothing and equipment on 16 April this year only to fall foul of
the nationwide lockdown.

Given the volume of kit donations - and the need to place more where it’s needed most - project
trustees were due to review transport options this autumn. With British Airways now out of the
picture, the way ahead appears to be a combination of van and ferry next spring. In the meantime,
and on behalf of everyone associated with Project Front Foot, I would like to thank Laura and the
British Airways Community Investment team for their generosity and support over the past eleven
years and hope that a return to normalcy in the airline industry is on the horizon. Below: PFF at
Heathrow’s T5 in July 2019.

Project Beneficiaries
Refugee Council
A telephone call in early July from the Refugee Council - the club cricket scene in the UK set to
recommence that very weekend - could not have been better timed. Over the past two years we have
donated a substantial amount of clothing and equipment to a cricket project run by the Refugee
Council for displaced Afghan teenagers in South London. The current health crisis and the need, where
possible, to self-distance applies as much to cricket kit as it does to players. As such, each of the players
would need their own personal kit as opposed to the communal use of equipment. A challenging
situation so late in the day, but could we help?
While the kit from our 2020 Spring Appeal
remained in donor garages, sheds and
schools awaiting collection, we did have
stock from the previous year. A member
of the Refugee Council travelled to our
Berkshire basecamp where PFF trustee,
Tim, was able to put together a package
of thirty pairs of pads, a dozen-and-a-half
bats of varying quality, wicket-keeping
pads and a selection of batting gloves,
boxes and thigh pads. A useful
assortment of kit that brought the
following email.
Dear Vic and Tim
Without the amazing amount and variety of kit (and bags) PFF provided the Refugee Cricket Project
(RCP) with I don't think we would have been able to play even a fraction of the amount of cricket we
have managed to get underway. Your kit has made it possible for the RCP to comply with all the
relevant bio secure guidelines we needed to because we have been able to give each young person
their own individual kit at our weekly sessions and then be able to store it in the bags for use the
following week. We have never before been anywhere near that situation or even dreamt we would
be. Matt who collected the kit has done a brilliant job in organising and labelling/marking it all and
the boys are beginning to take on board the importance of following the guidelines he has set for
them. We have been playing SD cricket since 8th July and the boys are really benefitting from that
opportunity and the platform it gives us to understand what issues they are facing and where possible
to advocate for them and assist them to get to a more stable and safe situation.
Thank you so so much for responding so generously and willingly to my enquiry about kit. I cannot
emphasise too highly what a difference it has made to the RCP and how much it has meant to a group
of very vulnerable children and young people.
I am sorry that thank you seems too little to say for how much you have helped us.
With very best wishes
Refugee Council.

Shatila Refugee Camp, Beirut
During a zoom call in August with Richard Verity, PFF agreed, if the kit collections proved substantial
enough, to provide junior clothing and equipment to the Lebanese charity Basmeh & Zeitooneh (smile
and olive in Arabic) for their cricket project - involving two hundred Syrian children between the ages
of seven and 15 - at the Shatila refugee camp in southern Beirut.

Thanks to a record amount of donated items we were able, during our recent Sort & Pack exercise, to
allocate four bags of clothing and equipment for the project. These are ready to go just as soon as we
decide upon a route and method of transportation. Pictures courtesy of Basmeh & Zeitooneh.

Cricket Germany
The bulk of the clothing and equipment donated in our 2020 appeal will go to support refugee cricket
clubs and projects in and around Germany. PFF’s revised plan to use ferry and van to get our kit to the
continent will mean more kit can be transported and distributed. The one cloud on the horizon is the
effect of a no deal post-Brexit environment on transporting kit to the EU. The movement of the kit is
planned for late March or early April in readiness for the start of the 2021 season.

Cricket France
In August we were contacted by Pradeep and Louise
from Northern France. They detailed a newly
formed cricket club in Arras comprising refugees
from Afghanistan and Pakistan and wondered if we
could help on the kit front? During the recent Sort
& Pack exercise, two bags were set aside for Louise
and one for Pradeep’s junior side. These will be
included in our scheduled spring kit run to the
continent and in time for the new season’s start.
Once again, Project Front Foot reaching those kids
and communities that others cannot.

Front Foot Forum
For more project information, pictures and Tales for the Self-isolating & Socially Distanced please click
on our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/.

In Memoriam
September 28th marked the sixth anniversary of the
passing of Mr. P R Subramanian. A great friend and
supporter of Project Front Foot, Suby was solely
responsible for helping secure our ground in October
2009. Without the use of the Indian Gymkhana at
King’s Circle there is every likelihood that the project
would not have got off the ground. Suby was also a
key figure along with Ramu, Ramakant, Milind and
Chand in what became our Rural Schools Initiative. In
October 2011, his help and advice was of immense
value as we took our first unsteady steps in taking
500kgs of clothing and kit from the UK to Mumbai by
air freight. A gentle, soft spoken man, Suby’s
contribution to the project proved a key factor in its
growth and development.
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Tales for the Self-isolating & Socially Distanced
In an effort to allay the enveloping doom and despondency created by Covid’s second wave, PFF has
continued producing a series of Tales for the Self-isolating & Socially Distanced on our Facebook page.
In light of the difficult winter ahead we have no hesitation in reproducing a selection.
WINTER NETS
It came as a bolt from the blue one winter’s weekend. The Lincoln City Council had converted a
cavernous hall and changing area at the Sobraon Barracks into an indoor nets facility. We were truly
blessed. Not quite as blessed as we initially thought, however, as there appeared little difference in
temperature inside to that of the ice and drifting snow outside. As if a chapter from Cricket in a Cold
Climate we hurriedly donned as many sweaters as could be found in kit bags last packed amid
sepulchral September gloom. While some smiled smugly under three sweaters with a combined wool
content of a flock of prize-winning Merinos, there were others who had naught but anorexic cotton
shirts and homemade short-sleeved sweaters.
To combat the threat of hypothermia we batted and bowled at a lively lick. A plucky effort considering
the season was still eleven weeks away. Not that all was frostbite and front foot. The temperature
rose a degree or two when a club stalwart and local deputy head managed to snag his right foot (one
of a pair that would have registered ten to two on a time piece) in the side-netting resulting in a
perfectly executed triple Salchow.
While indoor nets were a first for juniors and seniors alike, few if any saw fit to change their habits.
Thus bowlers’ chuntered, batsmen replaced imaginary divots, box and thigh pad adjusters adjusted,
bat twirlers twirled, caps were pulled low to combat glare from lights and bowlers, grizzlers grizzled,
stone-wallers stone-walled, optimism for the new season abounded and, with muscles and backs
mercifully free of tweaks, tears and pulls, we rejoiced in the absence of showers and dashed from nets
to car to fireside.
The county used the venue for youth and senior
sessions shortly after. At one such Sunday
morning gathering the selectors, a motley crew
with collars, ties and grim expressions - hardly
surprising since they hailed from Grimsby watched on as I bowled the then county captain,
Joe Price, twice in consecutive deliveries with off
breaks of such gentility that they apologised for
hitting the stumps. The following year, at a
similar gathering at Stamford School, county
legend and acting coach, Harry Pougher
(pictured right), pointed out that my version of
the long barrier combined a left handed
throwers knee placement with a right handed
throw. Ah, t’was ever thus, Harry, t’was ever
thus.

ENDANGERED SPECIES
Few would argue, on the evidence of just six Tests in this summer past, that the tailender (tailgunner
more like) has, along with English leg spinners and portly umpires, joined cricket’s growing list of
endangered species. The advance in protective clothing allied to the captain’s insistence that every
wicket including nine, ten, Jack, be sold dearly, has brought multiple confusions (make that
contusions) to this once humble position. There was a time, not all that distant, when tailenders little
knew which end of the bat to hold, let alone where to strap the pads. More Barnum than Bailey
(Trevor) their batting - muscular, funny, occasionally daring and always exciting - was pure circus. At
the heart of this simple, uncomplicated approach lay an unswerving adherence to that most sacred of
unwritten rules. To wit: only deliveries of full length should be bowled at members of the Fast Bowlers
Union. In return, and after the customary first ball sighter, all further stroke play to evolve around
heave, swing and slog.
A simple existence, then, wherein each accepted his place, performed his duty, and was happy with
the outcome. Until, that is, tailenders decided, or had it decided for them, that such unwritten rules
were not worth the paper they were not written on. The head-up, eyes closed, agricultural swot duly
disappeared, if not overnight, then within a short space of time, to be replaced by a straight bat,
staunch defence and, perhaps most worryingly, ambition. Moreover, the arrival on the equipment
scene of helmet, chest protector and arm guard - removing at a stroke the prospect of serious injury
- left them free to push, prod and generally infuriate to the close of play or beyond. Little wonder,
given such flagrant disregard of the Tailenders Charter, that the ‘no bouncer’ rule fell by the wayside.

While difficult to pinpoint the precise moment, few would argue that Dennis Lillee and Jeff Thomson
were prime movers in this change of emphasis, aided and abetted by captain and resident agent
provocateur, Ian Chappell. With the West Indies pace battery following close behind, it soon became
open season on rabbits. Evidence this by the first ball from Stokes to Gabriel during the last knockings
of this summer’s Old Trafford Test.
In an attempt to counter intimidatory bowling at lower order batsmen, the ICC has restricted bouncers
to one an over. This little prevents bowlers from pushing the legislation to the limit with a barrage of
short-pitched deliveries. Other than to petition the European Court of Human Rights or Amnesty
International, it’s difficult to see what else remains for the tailender. This is not to suggest he is without
friends. Indeed, beyond the boundary, opinion favours a return to the old values, where batsmen
batted, bowlers bowled, and everyone knew his place. For the current practice to be changed,
however, a way must be found to remove the tailender without him appearing to lose face or, perhaps
more to the point, his head. Failing that, and although a touch old fashioned, has anyone thought of
bowling a yorker?

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION
When the amateur game was in full flow it was possible - playing two games a weekend, Friday
friendlies, Bank Holidays matches, rep games, Gents fixtures, and mid-week league and cup matches
- to clock up over seventy games a season. All of which put considerable strain on groin, gusset and
groundsman. Twilight games of 16 eight-ball overs were a particular favourite especially if pitted
against village teams with feisty wickets and teasing outfields. Taken out of our comfort zone of flat
track and far pavilions, such games tested instinct and imagination to the full. Not least as the
requirement for mid-week sides was not so much ability as availability.
One game in particular deserves mention as we travelled a few miles out of Lincoln to the village of
Fiskerton. During their innings a batsman arrived at the crease still dressing after a sudden clatter of
wickets. When eventually zippered and buttoned he took guard. The left-arm Lindum bowler, military
medium in appearance and manner, trundled to the wicket and released a delivery of such
benevolence that a headwind might have prevented further progress.

Deceived by the absence of pace the batsman, looking to turn it on the leg side, took it high on his
right thigh. I trotted in from gully to retrieve. At which point the batsman dropped his bat, took several
paces away from the wicket, and started to beat his thigh furiously. A reasonable decision in the
circumstances as grey smoke was now emanating from his flannels.
Had this been Vatican City then we may well have been able to name the next Pontiff. As it was, those
nearest, as if re-enacting a scene from The Wicker Man, joined in the ritualised beating of flannels and
thigh. With the smoke now little more than a few tell-tale wisps it transpired that the batsman had
omitted to remove a box of matches from his pocket when hurriedly dressing for the crease. The
Lindum bowler, not noted for either pace or accuracy, had hit the box head-on causing the
spontaneous combustion. Mercifully, the thigh pad prevented any serious injury other than a mass
outbreak of laughter from home and away players that continued long after stumps in the Carpenters
Arms. Proving beyond all reasonable doubt that smoking is hazardous to health, wellbeing, and
attempted back foot shots through mid-wicket.
STILL BATTING
In thirty years of club cricket there was only one stat that I cherished. As an 11-year-old at Westgate
Junior - under the watchful eye of gym mistress, Miss Chatterton - I batted undefeated for a weekand-a-half encompassing several lessons and a few hours at the crease. This stat remained with me
for decades. Until, that is, I happened upon Jack Fingleton’s book The Immortal Victor Trumper. The
fact that Trumper and I share a Christian name is neither here nor there. That I lived for many summers
in Sydney’s Surry Hills close to the adjoining suburb of Paddington and Trumper’s family home is,
again, nothing more than coincidence.

In conversation at the SCG one lunch interval with cricket historian and writer, David Frith, we
speculated whether there might still be a desk, long since consigned to storeroom or cellar at Crown
Street Public School with the initials VT carved into its wooden ink-stained work surface? Had this
been a lengthy rain delay and not luncheon then the short walk to Crown Street was a distinct
possibility. Of his early school days, Fingleton recalls that Trumper batted undefeated for FIVE weeks
at Crown Street Public. His father’s first question as the young Trumper entered their Paddington
home: “still batting?” The replay, music to the ears of father and son: “still batting.”
RIP, TEAR, WRENCH
Contrary to public opinion, a club cricketer’s lot is not all switch hit, scrambled seam, and scones. Ill
met by sunlight, catastrophe and cock-up haunt the hours of play, while injury stalks cover point and
crease waiting its moment to break fingers, pull hamstrings, and tweak groins. In my own case it was
a shoulder that merited not one dislocation - why bother to make the effort - but four! Indeed, so
loose was the shoulder in later years that it had its own Tinder profile.
In 1988, as part of Australia’s bicentennial celebrations, an Aboriginal Cricket Association (ACA) team
retraced the steps of a tour undertaken by their ancestors a hundred and twenty years earlier. The
itinerary of 1868 included a fixture against Lincolnshire on the Lindum. Lest it be forgotten, another
decade would pass before a white Australian XI toured England.

During my Canberra cricketing days I played against one of the ACA tourists: Neil Bulger (pictured
fourth right on the second row below). Of the Woden vs. Queanbeyan fixture that southern summer:
Neil scored a mighty hundred on the first Saturday of the game and followed it a week later by bowling
us out twice in the day collecting a five-for in each innings.

In the days leading up to the Lindum game I visited a local orthopaedic specialist with a troublesome
knee. He declared the joint fit-for-play and mentioned that he’d be at the game. Match day dawned
bright and sunny: perfect weather for the thousand or so spectators that ringed the boundary.
Thrown the new ball, I achieved an early breakthrough having their skipper caught behind. Returning
in the afternoon session, and seeking that extra half-yard of pace, I conspired through a traumatic trifecta of rip, tear and wrench to separate shoulder from socket.
Where once upright and in delivery stride, I was now a heap and a decidedly crumpled heap at that.
From my vantage point on all threes life didn’t look or feel too good. On the plus side, the contortionist
in me - don’t try this at home - now appeared able to lace my boots while bending backwards my arm
between my legs. It was a slow and increasingly painful passage from pitch to pavilion. A call went out
over the PA for a doctor. Who should walk into the dressing-room a few minutes later but my jaunty
jointster from earlier in the week. In urgent need of pain relief, and caring not for his healing touch, I
offered a simple self-diagnosis: “knee? Fine. Shoulder? F**ked!”
CORPULENT CRUSADERS
The selection of Leeward Islander, Rahkeem Cornwall, for the third Test at Old Trafford in July focused
attention on a long-forgotten figure of the game: the corpulent cricketer. Weighing in at 22+ stones
(plus? plus lunch!) Cornwall, a cricketing colossus, is a rotund reminder of a bygone age. Stout, ample,
corpulent, his kind strode large, very large, over the sport, leaving fond memories of an immense
appetite for both game and life.
To such men was attached a folklore as generous as their waistlines. Sadly, although the hunger
remains, the diet has changed. As is the lot of endangered species, they have fallen foul of progress;
of a relentless and fast moving development which, in the case of cricket, is the limited-over game.
Out of the glut of pyjama cricket has evolved the archetypal one-day player: sober and uniform, his
athletic frame, stylish hair and evenly-tanned features are much cloned. Television coverage has
revealed “new age” player as something of a hybrid. Cricketer he most certainly is - you can tell by the
jewellery, tattoos, designer shades and mobile phone - but there is more than a hint of estate agent
about his dress and demeanour.

While he may harbour a passion for wine and
wenching, the immediate impression is one of
mineral water, early nights and a calorie-controlled
diet. No place here for the Jack Simmons
Encyclopaedia of Lancastrian Curry Houses or Fred
Trueman’s Guide to Strong Northern Ale. County
grounds in the early morning no longer echo to
leather on willow, but resemble instead some
demented callisthenic heaven as promoted by Joe
Wicks. In meeting the needs of the modern day,
cricket has become disturbingly energetic, far too
energetic, in truth, for the more rotund of shape.
When our Falstaffian figures entered the game, cricket consisted almost exclusively of batting and
bowling. Everyone took it upon themselves to field, but only as an afterthought. Savings on catering
apart, the passing of their kind signalled the end of a century of waistlines from Grace to Gooch,
together with a host of legendary feats with bat, ball, knife, fork and spoon. Not always a king-size bed
of roses, the downside to such men of size was the reaction - often unpredictable - that their
appearance could generate. A good example is the unrest fomented among the Pakistan public by the
sight of Colin Milburn at Karachi in 1969. To this day it remains unclear whether it was his bulk, and
with it the implied threat of nationwide famine, or his hundred, that triggered the rioting and
subsequent abandonment of the Test.
Under the influence of Micky Stewart and
Graham Gooch fitness came before fried food
and jogging before jam roly-poly. During their
austere reign, coach and captain toured
county grounds and committee rooms
preaching a gospel of practice and
perspiration. Ian Botham and Merv Hughes,
distinguished ambassadors for the fat few,
championed a counter-culture, but soon
perished against unequal odds. The central
pillar removed, there was much wavering
among the corpulent crusaders.
The hope of the subcontinent, Arjuna Ranatunga, an onion bhaji away from retirement, soon fell by
the wayside, while an ambitious Steve Waugh put paid to the tenure of Mark “Tubby” Taylor. With
the writing on the wall, David Boon quickly threw in his lot with McDonald’s. With the odds, as if
pancakes, heavily stacked against, cricket’s refuseniks numbered few and far between. One such,
Lancashire’s Ian Austin, lingered long at the tea table in an attempt to turn back the tide of maple
syrup; there to be joined by Mike Gatting, firm of jaw, less so of stomach. Gatting’s last Test century
at Adelaide in 1994 was a single-handed celebration of pies, puddings, curries, fish suppers and all
manner of sticky desserts. A despairing effort, however, as he too went the way of Ranatunga unable
in the end to differentiate between long hop and lasagne.
And yet, just when we thought their kind extinct, up pops Rahkeem Rashawn Shane Cornwall. In light
of the current pandemic and the lack of workers to pick late summer crops, it was perhaps just as well
for the UK’s food chain that the West Indies were only invited for a short tour. That said, Rahkeem
remains a welcome addition to a game that appears intent on churning out a generation of Midwich
Cricketing Cuckoos.

ZIGGY
There is little doubt that in penning the line - four legs good, two legs bad - George Orwell had in mind
a certain Blue Heeler by the name of Ziggy. An Australian cattle dog by profession, Zig found himself a
much-loved member of the Gillard Family in Brighton Beach. Spared the hard, unstinting work of cattle
droving, he was more than happy to trade country for city, outback for armchair. Aware of his good
fortune he took to city living with all the grace and gusto he would otherwise have deployed chasing
around a dry, dusty paddock or sitting imperiously among hay bales in the back of a Ute.
A sociable dog-about-town sort of a Blue Heeler, Zig was, at best, a reluctant guard dog. And why not,
there was always family members around or friends popping in for a glass of red. If that failed, then
let’s not forget he was a cattle dog. It wasn’t his fault that the patio and tennis court contained zero
cattle. Had the tennis court been grass instead of synthetic turf, and populated by Holsteins or
Herefords, then I have no doubt he would have been up before dawn and herding to his heart’s
content. Well, maybe not. But a distinct lack of cattle for a cattle dog means only one thing: matinee
time in Mooroolbark!
Not that his days were entirely sedentary. Fair go:
there were always possums and postmen to chase.
With no dogs allowed on Melbourne beaches after
7am, there was also his early morning hoon around
Brighton Beach with a restorative dip in Port Phillip
Bay to finish. Saturday morning there might be an
excursion to Middle Brighton for coffee and
conversation. In search of a small adventure one
particular morning he slipped the lead and finished
up being fed from the breakfast table by local stars
of stage and screen, Glenn Robbins and Eric Bana.
And, of course, there was always cricket.
With floodlights around the tennis court it would be fair to say that we were playing night cricket long
before the IPL or Big Bash. And perhaps having a bit more fun, certainly if the noise level was anything
to go by. So: on came the lights, down came the net, stumps were pitched, batsman took guard,
bowlers measured run up, at which point - as if to the accompaniment of a Boxing Day roar at “The
G” - Zig would saunter out to take up the fielding position he had made his own at deep long off.
With a few too many legs to attempt the long barrier, he more than made up for it with his speed
around the baseline. And if the ball was hit in the air a classic catch was not beyond him. Most of the
time, however, he would nudge or nurdle a half chance into the side netting of the forehand court.
Pleased with his efforts he would grab the ball and, tail wagging, such fun, trot to the bowler where
there would ensue a brief tug-of-war before dropping both ball and a liberal dollop of drool in
readiness for the next delivery. Warney may have had much to contend with in his long and
distinguished career, but never ever drool.
And then, with little or no warning, Zig would tire of game and gallop. Unconcerned with the state of
play, he would simply drop to his haunches and down tail: game over. No amount of cajoling could
entice him back into the contest. And there he would stay, a distant look in his eyes, thinking not of adroving down the Cooper, but the Fluffball he’d taken a fancy to a few blocks away.

Vic Mills. Berlin. October 2020.

